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The main object of my invention is to pro impedance of the tube are thus kept at a mini
vide a simple, inexpensive, but reliable and mum.. Unless the filament sections are sur
eiiicient device for What is sometimes called rounded orv substantially surrounded by the
full Wave rectification'of alternating cur anodes, it has been> found that the impedance
5

is very high and when one` anode is positive
In carrying out the invention I- utilize the and the other negative to an equal potential,
properties of vacuum tube devices having hot the negative electrode greatly reduces the flow
cathodes and relatively cold anodes. To ac of current to the anode, thus increasin the
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shields and> disposing the parts symmetrically,

60

rents.

com lish the desired result I provide two resistance of the tube. By using the ano es as
ano es so constructed and arranged with re

spect to the cathode as to shield their re I have found it >possible'to obtain» substan
tial full wave’rectification with a maximum
spective fields from each other.'l
Fig. 1 illustrates, more or less diagram efiiciency. y It will'be seen that each anode en

matically, one form of a device embodying closes a cathode section to the exclusion of the
other cathode section and that the rectifica
the improvements of my invention.
tion
f consequently takes place alternately
Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional view of the
within
the respective anodes. It is thus pos
tube of Figure 1.
»
sible
to
provide a single compact tube which
The tube 4 may be of any suitable con
struction exhausted or evacuated to a suitable can be readily handled and which is particu
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degree. Inert gas may be present at a cor

larly suitable for supplying high potential
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for radio receiving sets.
»
In the preferred form of Figs. 1 and 2, by
The cathode or filamentary body has two
doubling
the filament sections and flattening
emitting sections 5 and 6 which may be of
any suitable material such as tungsten or the anodes I am able to make the device for 75
other refractory metal. The outer ends oÍ a given power much more compact. By mak
these sections are supported by conductorsl ing it compact it is not only easier to make it
responding pressure.
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_7 and 8 suitably sealed in the “press” of the rugged but it facilitates handling and ship
tube. The adjacent ends of the sections 5 ment, and provides the advantages inherent
and 6 inthe form shown are connected to a in relatively small constructions without the

crosspiece 9 supported on a central member disadvantages sometimes vresulting from a
10. The wire or rod 10 and the crosspiece or reduction in size.
The inverted V-shaped filament is less likely
spreader 9 serve as means for mechanically
to
sag sideways than an ordinary straight one
supporting the inner ends of the cathode sec
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tions at fixed points and the crosspiece 9 also
electrically connects the adjacent ends of the
cathode sections. This support 10, at its
outer end carries an insulating button 11, for
instance of glass, which in turn carries brack
ets or supports 12 and 13 which are con

4O

nected to the midpoints of the doubled -or
inverted V filament sections 5 and. 6.
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vand by making the supporting brackets 12

and 13 in the form of spring hooks the cathode
sections are resiliently supported and I cank
take up all the expansion of the filaments and
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hold them tight. By flattening the anodes
their surfaces'can be brought close to the fila
ments so as to secure la low resistance.
I claim:

\

'
1. A full wave rectifier comprising a tube,
The anodes 14 and 15 surround'the active a supporting
mounted therein, two
portions of the cathode sections. They may discrete doublemember
iilament
sections connected to
__ be formed of suitablevmetal and supported
gether
at
their
inner
ends,
means for supportby conductors 16 and 17. Nickel is one metal
ing an intermediate part of each section from
which I consider suitable.
In-each case the anodes laterally surround the outer end of said supporting member, con~
ductors supporting the outer ends of said fila
the respective cathode sections and- act as ment
sections, external means of electrical
shields so as to prevent the fields from inter
50 fering with each other. The resistance and connection to said filament sections, an anode
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surrounding each of said ?ilament sections to
the exclusion of the other filament section,
said anodes being insulated from each other
and each anode electro statically shielding
Ci

carried by said supporting member, wires
connected to said insulator and supporting
the mid points of the respective cathode sec

tions, said anodes being disposed substantial
ally enclosing substantially all the respective

its filament section from the electro static field ly parallel to the axis of the tube and later
of the other anode and means of electrical

connection to each anode independently of cathode sections.
the other anode.
5. A thermionic rectifying tube of the
2. A Jfull wave rectiñer comprising a tube polyanodic type wherein all the internal
having an internal press at one end, two members are supported by, and derive their
anode leads and two cathode leads and a sup electrical connection to the exterior thereof
porting wire all sealed in said press, two through a single press, including means
anodes of iiattened tubular form, mounted forming two discrete anodic structures and

side by side and extending longitudinally of
the tube and supported by the anode leads,
an insulator supported by said supporting
wire, an inverted V-shaped cathodev section

also including two discrete hairpin glowing
cathodes, each of said anodic structures lat

erally surrounding and substantially shield
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ing one hairpin cathode within it from the
mounted within each of the tubular anodes electrostatic iield of the other anodic struc
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with its plane substantially parallel to and in ture, both of vsaid lowing cathodes being
the approximate center of its anode, support supplied with electrical energy from a com
ing wires anchored in the insulating member mon pair of conductors, and said anodic
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and connectedfto the mid points of the respec structures being insulated from one another
tive cathode sections to support the same, and adapted to carry transient potentials op
means for mechanically supporting and elec posite in sign with respect to the cathodes.
25
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trically connecting the inner ends of the two
cathode sections, the opposite outer ends of
the cathode sections being mechanically and
electrically connected to the cathode leads,
each of said cathode sections being enclosed

laterally by the respective anodes.

6. A full wave rectifier comprising an en

velope, having four conductors sealed in a
press at one end ofthe tube, a pair of flat

tened tubular anodes rigidly supported, each
by one of said conductors and parallel to each

other, supporting means carried by said press

3. A full wave rectiiier comprising a tube including an insulating member, an inverted
having an internal press at one end, two anode V-shaped filamentary cathode section mount
leads, and two cathode leads all sealed in said ed inside of each tubular anode and resilient
press, two anodes of flattened tubular form, ly suspended from the insulating member of
35
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mounted side by side and extending longi said supporting means, one end of each sec
tudinally of the tube and supported bythe tion being electrically connected to and posi

anode leads, an insulator, means supporting
said insulator adjacent said anodes, an in
verted V-shaped cathode section mounted
within each of the tubular anodes, with its
plane substantially parallel to and in the ap
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tioned by one of the conductors sealed in said

press, the opposite ends of the two sections
eing electrically connected together and me
chanically secured to said supporting means,
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each anode providing an electrostatic field

proximate center of its anode, supporting shielding its respective cathode section from
wires anchored in the insulating member and- the electrostatic field of the other anode.
connected to the mid points of the respective ¿7. A full wave rectifier comprising an en

45 cathode sections to support the same. a cross

velope having a press at one end, a central
wire mechanically connected to the means supporting wire sealed in said press, a trans
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(in

which supports said insulating member and
having its opposite ends electrically and me
chanically connecting the inner ends of the
two cathode sections, the opposite outer ends
of the cathode sections being mechanically
and electrically connected to the cathode
leads, each of said cathode sections being
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verse spreader carried by said supporting
wire beyond the end of the press, an insula

tor carried by said supporting wire, two fila
mentary cathode sections suspended from
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said insulator and each having one end con

nected to said spreader, two conductors
sealed in said press and connected to the
enclosed laterally by the respective anodes. .other ends of said cathode sections, two dis
4. A full wave rectifier comprising a tube. crete flattened tubular anodes, each anode 120
two anode lead members, two cathode lead embracing substantially all of one of the
members. and a supporting member, each cathode sections, anode supporting wires
member having a portion sealed in one end sealed in the outer edges of said press and
of the tube. two tubular anodes each support supporting said anode spaced apart from
ed by one of said members and electrically each other and substantially parallel to the 125
connected to one of the anode lead members, axis of the envelope.
two inverted V-shaped cathode sections hav
8. A full wave rectifier comprising an en
ing their inner ends electrically connected to velope having a press at one end, four wires
gether and their outer ends electrically con sealed in said press and constituting conduc
nected to said cathode leads, an insulator tors having external electrical connections, 130

:temeer
two discrete flattened tubular anodes sup»

ported by two of said conductors and spaced
apart from each other, an insulator, means
for supporting said insulator in the envelope
beyond the outer ends of the anodes, two in
verted V-sliaped iilamentary cathode sec

tions suspended by said insulator entirely
within said anodes on opposite sides of the

center of the envelope, adjacent ends of the
two sections being electrically connected to~
‘gether, means for holding said connected

ends in place below the anodes, the opposite
ends of the two cathode sections being con
nected to two of said conductors, said anodes
15

providing electrostatic ñelds each anode
shielding its cathode section from the electro
static field ofthe other’anode.
HAROLD POTTER DONLE.
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